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ABsrRAcr How do infants learn about the physical world?
Current research on the development of infants' reasoning
about various types of physical phenomena (e.g., support
and collision phenomena) points to two developmental pat-
terns that recur across ages and phenomena. The first pat-
tern is that, when learning about a new physical phenome-
non, infants first form a preliminary, all-or-none concept
that captures the essence of the phenomenon but few of its
details. With further experience, this initial concept is pro-
gressively elaborated. Infants slowly identify discrete and
continuous variables that are relevant to the initial concept,
study their effects, and incorporate this accrued knowledge
into their reasoning, resulting in increasingly accurate pre-
dictions over time. The second developmental pattern is that,
after identifying a continuous variable as being relevant to
an initial concept, infants succeed in reasoning about the
variable qualitatively before they are able to do so quantita-
tively. This chapter reviews some of the evidence for these
two developmental patterns. It is argued that the patterns
reflect, at least indirectly, the nature and properties of the
mechanisms infants bring to the task of learning about the
physical world.

A long-standing concern of infancy research has been

the description of infants' knowledge about the physi-

cal world. Traditionally, this research tended to focus

on infants' understanding of occlusion events. When

adults see an object occlude another object, they typi-

cally assume that the occluded object continues to exist

behind the occluder. Piaget (1952, 1954) was the first
to examine whether infants hold the same assumption.
He concluded that it is not until infants are approxi-
mately 9 months old that they begin to appreciate that
objects continue to exist when masked by other objects.
This conclusion was based mainly on analyses of in-
fants' performance in manual search tasks. Piaget
noted that, prior to 9 months or so of age, infants do
not search for objects they have observed being hidden.
If an attractive toy is covered with a cloth, for example,
young infants make no attempt to lift the cloth and
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grasp the toy, even though they are capable (beginning
at approxim ately 4 months) of performing each of
these actions. Piaget took this finding to suggest rhat
young infants do not yet understand occlusion events
and incorrectly assume that objects cease to exist when
concealed by other objects.

In subsequent years, numerous reports were pub-
lished confirming Piaget's (1952, 1954) observation
that young infants typically fail to search for hidden
objects (for reviews of this early research, see Gratch,
1976; Schuberth, l9B3; and Harris, 1987). Piaget's
interpretation of his observation, however, eventually
came into question. Researchers came to realize that
young infants might perform poorly in search tasks not
because of incorrect beliefs about occlusion events
but because of difficulties associated with the planning

of means-end search sequences (e.g., Bower, 1974;
Baillargeon, Spelke, and Wasserman, l9B5; Baillargeqn
et al., 1990; Diamond, l99l). This led investigators to
seek alternative methods for exploring infants' beliefs
about occluded objects, methods that did not require
infants to perform means-end action sequences.

A well-established finding in infancy research, in-
fants' tendency to look longer at novel than at familiar

stimuli (for reviews, see Banks, l9B3; Olson and Sher-
man, l9B3; Fagan, l9B4; Bornstein, l9B5; and Spelke,
l9B5), suggested an alternative method for investi-

gating infants' intuit ions about occlusion events. In a
typical experiment, infants are presented with two test
events: a possible and an impossible event. The possible
event is consistent with the belief that objects continue
to exist when occluded; the impossible event, in con-
trast, violates this belief. The rationale is that if infants
possess such a beliefi they will perceive the impossible
event as more novel or surprising than the possible
event and will therefore reliably look longer at the
impossible than at the possible event.

Using this violation-of-expectation method, investi-
gators have demonstrated that, contrary to traditional
claims, even very young infants appreciate that objects
continue to exist when occluded (see Harris, 1989;
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Spelke et al., 1992; and Bail largeon' 1993' for recent

reviews). Next, two exPeriments' conducted with in-

funt, ug.d 3j and 2f rnonths, are described that illus-

trate this conclusion'

In the first experiment (Baillargeon and DeVos'

l99l), 3|-month-old infants were habituated to a toy

carrot standing on end that slid back and forth along

a horizontal track whose center was occluded by a

screen; the carrot disappeared at one edge ofthe screen

una,.upp.ured, aftei u" upptoptiate interval' at the

o.i., .ag; (figure I I ' I ) ' On alternate trials' the infants

saw a short or a tall cu"ot slide along the track'

Following habituation, the midsection of the screen's

upper half was removed, creating a large.window' The

infants then saw a possible and an impossible test event'

In the possible event' the short carrot moved back and

forth aiong the track; this carrot was shorter than the

window's lower edge and so did not appear in the

*inao* when passing behind the screen' In the impos-

,iit. .u"n,, the tall tlu"ot moved along the track; this

carrot was taller than the window's lower edge and

hence should have appeared in the window but did not

in fact do so. The infants tended to look equally at the

short- and the tall-carrot habituation events but looked

reliably longer at the impossible than at the possible

test event. These results indicated that the infants (l)

believed that each carrot continued to exist behind the

screen; (2) appreciated that each carrot could not dis-

appear ui on. end of the screen and reappear at the

oth.,.nd without having traveled the distance behind

the screen; (3) were aware that the height of each car-

.otd.t . . rnirredwhetheri twouldapPearinthescr ien
*indo*, and hence (4) were surprised by the impossi-

ble eu.rrt in which the tall carrot failed to appear in the

window.
The results of this experiment provided evidence

ttrat, by 3f months of age, infants believe that objects

;;;;"J. to exist when occluded' The next experiment

e*a*i.red whether 2f-month-old infants possess the

same belief (Spelke et al', 1992)' The infants were ha-

bituated to an event in which a ball rolled from Ieft

to right along a platform and disappeared behind a

,.r.."n (figure 11.2) ' Next, the screen was removed to

reveal ift" Uuff resting against a barrier at the end of

Habituation Events

Test Events
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Habituation Event

Flcunn ll.2 Test events used in Spelke and colleagues
( 1992) . Schematic drawing based on the authon' description.

the platform. Following habituation, the infants saw
two test events that were similar to the habituation
event except that a tall, thin box stood behind and
protruded above the screen. At the end of the possible
event, the screen was removed to reveal the ball resting
against the box. At the end of the impossible event, the
screen was removed to reveal the ball resting against
the barrier, as in the habituation event. The infants
Iooked reliably longer at the impossible than at the
possible event, suggesting that they (1) believed that
the ball continued to exist behind the screen; (2) un-
derstood that the ball could not roll through the space
occupied by the box; and hence (3) were surprised by

the impossible event in which the ball was revealed

on the far side of the box. This interpretation was
supported by the results of a control condition in which
the ball was lowered to the same final positions as in
the possible and the impossible events.

The results of the two experiments just described

indicated that, contrary to what had traditionally been

claimed, even very young infants believe that objects
continue to exist when masked by other objects. By

virtue of their designs, the experiments also provided

evidence that 2f,- to 3fmonth-old infants share adults'

beliefs that objects cannot appear at two successive
points in space without having traveled the distance

Test Events
Possible Event

lmpossible Event
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between them and that objects cannot move through

the space occupied by other objects.

How can we explain the presence of such sophisti-

cated physical knowledge at such an early age? Over

the past few years, my colleagues and I have begun to

build a model of the development of infants' physical

reasoning. The model is based on the assumption that
infants are born not with substantive beliefs about
objects, as researchers such as Spelke (1991; Spelke,
Phil l ips, and Woodward, in press) and Leslie (l9BB,
in press) have proposed, but with highly consrrained
mechanisms that guide the development of infants'
reasoning about objects. The model is derived from
findings concerning infants' intuitions about different
physical phenomena (e.g., support, collision, and un-
veiling phenomena). Comparison of these findings
points to two developmental patterns that recur across

ages and phenomena. We assume that these patterns

reflect, at least indirectly, the nature and properties

of infants' learning mechanisms. These patterns are

described along with some of the evidence supporting

them (for further discussion of the model, see Bail-

largeon, in press, a, b, and Baillargeon, Kotovsky, and

Needham, in press).

First pattern: Identifcation of initial concept and
uariables

The first developmental pattern is that, when learning

about a new physical phenomenon, infants first form a

preliminary, all-or-none concept that captures the es-
sence of the phenomenon but few of its details. With
further experience, this initial concept is progressively

elaborated. Infants slowly identify discrete and con-
tinuous uariables that are relevant to the initial concept,
study their effects, and incorporate this accrued knowl-
edge into their reasoning, resulting in increasingly ac-
curate predictions over time.

To illustrate the distinction between initial concepts
and variables, I will summarize experiments on the
development of young infants' knowledge about sup-
port phenomena (conducted with Amy Needham, Julie
DeVos, and Helen Raschke), collision phenomena

(conducted with Laura Kotovsky), and unveiling phe-
nomena (conducted with Julie DeVos).

KNowrnpcn ABour Suppont PnBNoMBNn Our re-
search on young infants' ability to reason about sup-
port phenomena has focused on simple problems in-
volving a box and a platform. Our first experiment
asked whether 4|-month-old infants understand that a
box can be stable when released on but not of a plat-
form (Needham and Baillargeon, 1993). The infants
again saw a possible and an impossible test event
(figure I 1.3). In the possible event, a gloved hand de-
posited a box on a platform and then withdrew a shorr
distance, leaving the box supported by the platform.

In the impossible event, the hand deposited the box
beyond the platform and then again withdrew, leaving
the box suspended in midair with no apparent means

Possible
Event

lmpossible
Event

Frcunt I 1.3 Test events used in Needham and Baillargeon
( 1993).
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of support. Additional grouPs of 4|-month-old infants

were tested in two control conditions. In one, the in-

fants saw the same test events as the infants in the

experimental condition except that the hand never

released the box, which was therefore continually sup-

ported. In the other control condition, the infants

again saw the same test events as the infants in the

experimental condition except that the box fell to the

floor of the apparatus when released by the hand be-

yond the platform.

The infants in the experimental condition looked

reliably longer at the impossible than at the possible

event, whereas the infants in the two control conditions

tended to look equally at the test events they were

shown. Together, these results indicated that the in-

fants in the experimental condition realized that the

box could not remain stable without support and hence

expected the box to fall in the impossible event and

were surprised that it did not.

The results of this first experiment suggested that, by

4| months of age, infants expect a box to be stable if

released on but not off a platform. Additional experi-

ments conducted with different procedures yielded

similar results with infants aged 5] months (Leslie,

l9B4; Kolstad and Bail largeon, 1994) and 3 months

(Needham and Bail largeon, 1994) .r Our next experi-

ment (Bail largeon, Raschke, and Needham, 1994)

asked whether 4{-month-old infants not only under-

stand that the box rnust be in contacl with the plat-

form in order to be stable but also appreciate what Qpe
of contact is needed for the box to be stable (figure

ll.4). In the possible event, a gloved hand placed a

small square box against the side of a large, open plat-

form, on top of a smaller, closed platform. The impossi-

ble event was identical to the possible event except that

the closed platform was much shorter so that the box

now lay well above it.

The results indicated that the female infants looked

reliably longer at the impossible than at the possible

event, suggesting that they realized the box was inade-

Possible Event

lmpossible Event

Frcunr I1.4 Test events used in Bai l largeon, Raschke, and

Needham (1994) .
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grasp on the box provided evidence for this inter-

f,r.tutior,' The infants in this condition tended to look

equally at the two test events.

In contrast to the female infants, the male infants in

the experimental condition tended to look equally at

the impossible and the possible events' as though they

believed that the box was adequately supported in

both events. Because female infants mature slightly

faster than male infants (e.g', Haywood, l986; Held, in

press), gender-related differences such as the one de-

scribed here are not uncommon in infancy research

prediction.
The results of the last experiment indicated that by

4j months of age, inf;ants have begun to realize that a

bo* can be stable when placed on but not against a

platform. Our next experiment examined whether in-

Lrr,, u.. aware that, in judging the box's stability' one

must consider not only the t2pe but also the amount of

contact between the box and the platform (Baillargeon'

Needham, and DeVos, 1992)' Subjects were 5|- and

event, the box was pushed until only the left l5o/o of its

bottom surface remained on the platform' Prior to the

test events, the inf;ants saw similar habituation events

except that a much longer platform was used so that

the box was always fully supported'

The results indicated that the S|-month-old infants

tended to look equally at the two test events' as though

they judged thai the box was adequately supported

in both events. In contrast, the 6fmonth-old inf;ants

looked reliably longer at the impossible than at the

possible event, suggesting that they realized that the

to* *", inadequately supported when only its corner

rested on the platform and thus were surprised by the

impossible event in which the box did not fall. A con-

trol condition in which the hand fully grasped the box

provided evidence for this interpretation. In a subse-

quent experiment (Baillargeon' Needham, and DeVos,

1992), we found that 6|-month'old infants expected

the box to be stable whenT0o/o, as opposed to l5/0, ot

its bottom surface rested on the platform'

Together, the results of the experiments reported

in this section suggest the following developmental se-

quence: By 3 months of age, if not before, infants ex-

pect the box to fall if it loses contact with the platform

and to remain stable otherwise. At this stage, an) co1.'

tact between the box and the platform is deemed suffi'

cient to ensure the box's stability' At least two develop-

ments take place between 3 and 6{ months of age'

First, infants become aware that the locus of contact

between the box and the platform must be taken into

account when judging the box's stability' Infants ini-

tially assume that the box will remain stable if placed

either on or against the platform. By a4 to (presum'

ably) 5{ months of age, however, infants come to dis'

tinguish between the two types of contact and recog'

nize that only the former ensures suPPort' The second

development is that infants begin to appreciate that

the amount of contact between the box and the plat-

form affects the box's stability. Initially, infants believe

that the box will be stable even if only a small portion

(e.g., the left l5lo) of its bottom surface rests on the

platform. By G| months of age, however, infants expect

ih. bo* to fall unless a significant portion of its bottom

surf;ace (e.g.,70o/) I ies on the platform'

One way of describing this developmental sequence

is that, when learning about the support relation be'

tween two objects, infants first form an initial concept

centered on a contact/no-contact distinction' With fur'

ther experience, this initial concePt is progressively re-

vised. Infants identify first a discrete (type of contact)

and later a continuous (amount of contact) variable

and incorporate these variables into their initial con-

cept, resuliing in more successful predictions over time'

KNowlroce ABour Cot lIsIoN PneNoMBNe Our re-

search on infants' reasoning about collision phenomena
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Habituation Events

Test Events

Possible Event

lmpossible Event

FIcunE I I.5 Test events used in Baillargeon, Needham, and

DeVos,  (1992).

sat in front of an inclined ramp; to the right of the

ramp was a narrow track (figure l l.6). The infants

were first habituated to a large cylinder that rolled

down the ramp; small stoPPers prevented the cylinder

from rolling past the ramp. Following habituation, a

large wheeled toy bug was placed on the track' In the

possible event, the bug was placed l0 cm from the

ramp, and it was not hit by the cylinder and thus re-

mained stationary after the cylinder rolled down the

ramp. In the impossible event, the bug was placed
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Frcr nr, I 1.6 Test events used in Kotovsky and Baillargeon
(  I  994b  ) .

directly at the bottom of the ramp, anditwas hit by the

cylinder but again remained stationary. Adult subjects

typically expect the bug to roll down the track when

hit by the cylinder; the experiment thus tested whether

2|-month-old infants would share the same expecta-

tion as adults and would be surprised by the impossible

event in which the bug remained stationary.

A second group of 2|-month-old infants was tested in

a control condition identical to the experimental con-

dition with one excePtion. In each test event' the right

wall of the apparatus was adjusted so that it stood

against the front end of the bug, preventing its dis-

placement (recall that, according to the results of

Spelke et al., 1992, 2|-month-old infants recognize that

an object cannot move through the space occupied by

another object).2

The infants in the experimental condition looked

reliably longer at the impossible than at the possible

event, whereas the infants in the control condition

tended to look equally at the two events they were

shown. Together, these results indicated that the in-

fants in the experimental condition expected the bug to

be displaced when hit by the cylinder and hence were

surprised by the impossible event in which the bug

remained stationary. The results of this first experi-

ment indicated that, by 2{ months of age , infants ex-

pect a stationary object to be displaced when hit by a

moving object.

Our next experiment asked whether infants could

use the size of the moving object to predict how far the

stationary object should be displaced (Kotovsky and

Baillargeon, 1994a, in press) . One group of Q-month-

Midpoint Condition
Habituation Event

Test Events
Large-Cylinder Event

Frcunr I L7 Test events used in the midpoint condition in

Kotovsky and Bail largeon (1994a, experiment l) '
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old infants (midpoint condition) was habituated to a

blue, medium-size cylinder that rolled down a ramp

and hit a toy bug' causing it to roll to the middle of a

track (figure I I.7). Two new cylinders were introduced

in the test events: a yellow cylinder that was larger

than the habituation cylinder, and an orange cylinder

that was smaller than the habituation cylinder' Both

cylinders caused the bug to travel farther than in the

habituation event: The bug stopped only when it

reached the end of the track and hit the right wall of

the apparatus.

When asked how far the bug would roll when hit by

any one cylinder, adult subjects were typically reluc-

)tant to hazard a guess: They were aware that the length

of the bug's trajectory depended on a host of factors

(e.g., the weight of the cylinder and bug, the smooth-

ness of the ramp and track, and so on) about which

they had no information. After observing that the bug

rolled to the middle of the track when hit by the

medium cylinder, however, adult subjects readily pre-
dicted that the bug would roll farther with the larger
and less far with the smaller cylinder and were sur-
prised when this last prediction was violated.s The
experiment thus tested whether 6{-month-old infants,
like adults, would understand that the size of the cylin-
der affected the length of the bug's displacement and
would be able to use the information conveyed in the
habituation event to calibrate their predictions about

the test events.
A second grouP of infants (endpoint condition) was

tested in a condition identical to the midpoint condi-

tion except that they were given a different calibration

point in the habituation event. As shown in figure I I '8,

the medium cylinder now caused the bug to roll tci the
end ofthe track,just as in the test events.

After seeing that the bug rolled to the end of the

track when hit by the medium cylinder, adult subjects

expected the bug to do the same with the large cylinder

Endpoint Condition
Habituation Event

Test Events
Large-Cylinder Event

Small-Cylinder Event

Frounn I1.8 Test events used in the endpoint condit ion in

Kotovsky and Bail largeon (1994a, experiment l) '
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and were not surprised to see the bug do the same with

the small cylinder (subjects simply concluded that the

track was too short to show effects of cylinder size).

The experiment thus tested whether 6|-month-old in-
lants, like adults, would perceive both of the endpoint

condition test events as possible.

The results indicated that the infants in the midpoint

condition looked reliably longer at the small-cylinder
than at the large-cylinder event, whereas the infants in

the endpoint condition tended to look equally at the

two events. Together, these results indicated that the
infants were aware that the size of the cylinder should

affect the length of the bug's trajectory and used the
habituation event to calibrate their predictions about
the test events. After watching the bug travel to the

middle of the track when hit by the medium cylinder,

the infants were surprised to see the bug travel farther

with the smaller but not the larger cylinder. In con-

trast, after watching the bug travel to the end of the

track with the medium cylinder, the infants were not
surprised to see the bug do the same with either the

small or the large cylinder.

In a subsequent experiment, S]-month-old infants
were tested using the same procedure (Kotovsky and
Baillargeon, 1994a) . The performance of the female
infants was identical to that of the 6j-month-old in-
fants. The male infants, in contrast, tended to look

equally at the test events in both the midpoint and

the endpoint conditions. At least two interpretations

could be advanced for this negative finding. One was
that the male infants were still unaware that the size

of the cylinder should affect the length of the bug's

displacement. The other interpretation was that the

male infants had difficulty remembering how far the

bug traveled in the habituation event and hence could

not make use of this information to predict what

should happen in the small-cylinder and large-cylinder

events.

Midpoint Condition
Habituation Event
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Test Events
Familiar Event

FrcunE I I.9 Test events used in the midpoint condition in
Kotovsky and Baillargeon (1994a, experiment 3).
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To examine this second interpretation, two groups

of S{-month-old male infants were tested in a simple

memory experiment (Kotovsky and Baillargeon,

1994a). The infants in the midpoint condition, as be-

fore, were habituated to the medium cylinder rolling

down the ramp and hitting the bug, causing it to roll

to the middle of the track (figure l l.9). Following ha-

bituation, the infants saw two test events. One (familiar

test event) was identical to the habituation event. In

the other event (novel test event), the medium cylinder

now caused the bug to roll to the end of the track. The

infants in the endpoint condition saw similar habitua-

tion and test events, except that the bug rolled to the

end of the track in the habituation event so that which

test event was familiar and which was novel were re-

versed (figure I Ll0).

The results revealed a significant overall preference

for the novel over the familiar test event, indicating

that the infants had no difficulty recalling how far the

bug rolled in the habituation event. Such a finding,

combined with the negative finding obtained in the
last experiment, suggests this conclusion: After ob-
serving that the medium cylinder causes the bug to roll
to the middle of the track, S|-month-old male infants

expect the bug to do the same when hit by the same

cylinder but have no expectation as to how far the bug
should roll when hit by cylinders of different sizes. In-
fants seem unaware that they possess information they

can use to reason about the novel cylinders.

Together, the results of these collision experiments

point to the following developmental sequence: By 2{
months of age, infants expect a stationary object to be

displaced when hit by a moving object; however, they

are not yet aware that the size of the moving object can

be used to predict how far the stationary object will be

displaced. If shown that a medium cylinder causes a

bug to roll to the middle of a track, for example, infants

have no expectation that the bug should travel farther

Endpoint Condition
Habituation Event

Test Events
Familiar Event

Frcune I l . l0 Test events used in the endpoint condit ion in

Kotovsky and Bail largeon (1994a, experiment 3).

Novel Event
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\\ lrcr) hit by a larger cylinder and less f;ar when hit by

.r \r)raller cylinder. By 5{ to Q months of age, however,

rnllnts recognize not only that a stationary object

.lrould be displaced when hit by a moving object but

rrls<-r that how far the stationary object is displaced de-

pends on the size of the moving object.

One interpretation of these findings is that, when

learning about collision events between a moving and

a stationary object, infants first form an initial concePt

centered on an impact/no-impact distinction. With

further experience, infants begin to identify variables

that influence this initial concept. By 5| to 6{ months

of age, infants realize that the size of the moving object

can be used to predict how far the stationary object

wil l be displaced.

KNowr,rocn ABour lJNvnrr,rNc PneNourNe Our ex-

periments on unveiling phenomena have involved

problems in which a cloth cover is removed to reveal

an object. Our first experiment examined whether 9{-

month-old infants realize that the presence (absence)

of a protuberance in a cover signals the presence

(absence) of an object beneath the cover (Baillargeon

and DeVos, 1994a). At the start of the possible event,

the infants saw two covers made of a soft, fluid fabric;

the left cover lay flat on the floor ofthe apparatus, and

the right cover showed a marked protuberance (figure

I1.l l). Next, two screens were pushed in front of the

covers, hiding them from view. A hand then reached

behind the right screen and reappeared first with the

cover and then with a toy bear of the same height as

the protuberance shown earlier. The impossible event
was identical except that the location of the two covers

at the start of the event was reversed, so that it should

have been impossible for the hand to retrieve the bear
from behind the right screen.

The infants looked reliably longer at the impossible

than at the possible event, suggesting that they under-

stood that the bear could have been hidden under the

cover with a protuberance but not under the flat cover.
This interpretation was supported by the results of a

second condition in which the hand reached behind

the left as opposed to the right screen so that the bear's
position in the impossible and the possible events was

reversed,
The results of this first experiment indicated that, by

9 months of age, infants can use the existence of a

protuberance in. a cloth cover to infer the existence
of an object beneath the cover. Our next experiment
(Baillargeon and DeVos, 1994a) investigated whether

infants could also use the size of the protuberance to

infer the size ofthe object under the cover (figure I I . I 2) .

At the start of the possible event, the infants saw two

covers made of a soft fabric: on the left was a small

cover with a small protuberance; on the right was a

large cover with a large protuberance. (The small pro-

tuberance was 10.5 cm high and the large protuber-

ance 22 cm high; the difference between the two was

Possible Event

lmpossible Event

FrcunB I l.l I Test events used in Baillargeon and DeVos
(1994a, experiment l) ,

b
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Possible Event

lmpossible Event

Frcune ll.l2 Test events used in Baillargeon and DeVos
(1994a, experiment 3).

thus easily detectable.) Next, screens were pushed in

front ofthe covers, and a gloved hand reached behind

the right screen twice in suicession, reappearing first

with the cover and then with a large toy dog 22 cm tall'

The impossible event was identical to the possible event

except ihut the location of the two covers at the start of

the event was reversed, so that the hand now appeared

to retrieve the large dog from under the cover with the

small protuberance.
Uniit 

" 
the infants in the last experiment, the infants

in this experiment tended to look equally at the impos-

sible and at the possible events' suggesting that they

believed that the large dog could have been hidden

under the cover with either the small or the large pro-

tuberance. The same result was obtained in a subse-

quent exPeriment that made use of a slightly different

p.o..dur. (Baillargeon and DeVos, 1994a)' How

snoula these negative findings be explained? At least

two hypotheses could be proposed' One was that the

infants were not yet aware that the size of the protuber-

ance in each cover could be used to infer the size ofthe

object hidden beneath the cover' The other explana-

tiJr, *u, that the infants recognized the significance of

the protuberance's size but had difficulty remembering

this information after the cover was hidden from view'

The results of another experiment provided evidence

for the first of these two interpretations' The infants in

i = - :-m----ru|\E--

this experiment (Baillargeon and DeVos, 1994b) were

given a reminder of the size of the protuberance in the

cover behind the screen (figure ll.l3)' Subjects were

9f and l2fmonth-old infants. At the start of the possi'

bie event, the infants saw the cover with the small

protuberance; to the right of this cover was a second,

identical cover. After a brief pause, the first cover was

hand held the small dog next to the visible cover'

allowing the infants to compare their sizes directly'

The impossible event was identical to the possible

event, .*..p, that the hand retrieved the large toy dog

from behind the screen.

screen. This interpretation was suPported by the results

of a control condition in which the infants simply saw

month-old infants tended to look equally at the impos-
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Possible Event

lmpossible Event

Frcunn 11.13 Test events used in Baillargeon and DeVos
(1994b, experiment 2).

sible and the possible events. Thus, despite the fact that

the infants had available a reminder-an exact copy-

of the cover behind the screen, they still failed to show

surprise at the large dog's retrieval. It might be argued

that infants younger than l2{ months of age are simply

unable, when reasoning about hidden objects, to take

advantage of reminders such as the visible cover. As

will be seen later, however, even young infants can

make use of visual reminders to make predictions con-

cerning hidden objects.

The results summarized in this section suggest the

following developmental sequence: By 9 months of age,

infants realize that the existence of a protuberance in a

cloth cover signals the existence of an object beneath

the cover: They are surprised to see an object retrieved

from under a flat cover but not from under a cover

with a protuberance. However, infants are not yet

aware that the size of the protuberance can be used to

infer the size of the hidden object. When shown a cover

with a small protuberance, they are not surprised to see

either a small or a large object retrieved from under

that cover. Furthermore, providing a reminder of the

protuberance's size has no effect on infants' perfor-

mance. Under the same conditions, however, 12{-

month-old infants show reliable surprise at the large

object's retrieval.

One interpretation of these findings is that, when

learning about unveiling phenomena, infants first form

an initial concept centered on a Protuberance/no-

protuberance distinction. Later on, infants identify a

continuous variable that affects this concept: They be-

gin to appreciate that the size of the protuberance in

the cover can be used to predict the size of the object

hidden under the cover.

DrscussloN How can the various developmental se-

quences described in this section be explained? As was

mentioned earlier, our assumption is that these se-

quences reflect not the gradual unfolding ofinnate be-

liefs but the application of highly constrained, innate

Iearning mechanisms to available data' In this ap-

proach, the problem of explaining the age at which

specific initial concePts and variables are understood

is that of determining what data-observations or

manipulations-are necessary for learning and when

these data become available to infants'

To illustrate, consider the developmental sequence

revealed in our support experiments. One might pro-

pose that 3-month-old infants have already learned

that objects fall when released in midair (Needham

and Baillargeon, 1994) because this expectation is con-

sistent with countless observations (e.g., watching their

caretakers drop peas in pots, toys in baskets, clothes in

hampers) and manipulations (e'g., rioticing that their

pacifiers fall when they open their mouths) available

virtually from birth.

Furthermore, one might speculate that infants do

not begin to recognize until 4+ months (Baillargeon,

*
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I Raschke, and Needham, 1994) what type of contact is

needed between objects and their supports because it is

not until this age that infants have available pertinent

data from which to abstract this variable. Researchers

have found that unilateral, visually guided reaching

emerges at approximately 4 months of age (e.g., White,

Castle, and Held, 1964). With this newfound ability,

infants may have the opportunity to place objects de-
liberately against other objects and to observe the con-

sequences of these actions. The gender-ielated differ-

ence revealed in our experiment, in this account,

would be traceable to female infants engaging in these

manipulations slightly ahead of the male infants.
In a similar vein, one could suggest that it is not

until G| months that infants begin to appreciate how

much contact is needed between objects and their sup-

ports (Baillargeon, Needham, and DeVos, 1992) be-

cause, once again, it is not until this age that infants

have available data from which to learn such a vari-

able. Investigators have reported that the ability to sit

without support emerges at approximately 6 months of

age; infants then become able to sit in front of tables
(e.g., on a parent's lap or in a high chair) with their

upper limbs and hands relieved from the encumbrance

of postural maintenance and thus free to manipulate

objects (e.g., Rochat and Bullinger, in press)' For the

first time, infants may have the opportunity to deposit

objects on tables and to note that objects tend to fall

unless a significant Portion of their bottom surfaces is

supported.
In the natural course of events, infants would be

unlikely to learn about variables such as tyPe or

amount of contact from visual observation alone, be-

cause caretakers rarely deposit objects against vertical

surf;aces or on the edges ofhorizontal surfaces. There is

no a priori reason, however, to assume that infants

could not learn such variables if given apPropriate

observations. We are currently planning "teaching"
experiments to explore this possibility.

Second pattern: (Jse of qualitatiae and quantitatiae

strategies

In the preceding section we proposed that, when learn-

ing about a novel physical phenomenon, infants first

develop an all-or-none initial concePt and later iden-

tify discrete and continuous variables that affect this

concept. The second developmental pattern suggested

by current evidence concerns the strategies infants use

when reasoning about continuous variables. Following

the terminology used in computational models of
everyday physical reasoning (e.g., Forbus, l9B4), a
strategy is said tobe quantitatiue if it requires infants to

encode and use information about absolute quantities

(e.g., object A is this Iarge or has traveled this far from

object B, where lils represents some absolute measure

of A's size or distance from B). In contrast, a strategy is

said to be qualitatiae if it requires infants to encode and

use information about relative quantities (e.g., object

A is larger than or has traveled farther than object B).

After identifying a continuous variable, infants appear

to succeed in reasoning about the variable qualita-

tively before they succeed in doing so quantitatively.

To illustrate the distinction between infants' use of

qualitative and quantitative strategies, I will report

experiments on the development of infants' ability to

reason about collision phenomena (conducted with

Laura Kotovsky), unveiling phenomena (conducted

with Julie DeVos), and arrested-motion phenomena'

RnesourNo ABour Cor,r,rsror.I PnnNolrlBrua Earlier in

this chapter (and in Kotovsky and Baillargeon, 1994a),

I reported that $-month-old infants and S|-month-old

female infants were surprised, after observing that a

medium-size cylinder caused a bug to roll to the mid-

dle of a track, to see the bug roll farther when hit by

a smaller but not a larger cylinder (see figure l l.7).

These and other findings indicated that the infants

were aware that the size of the cylinder affected the

length of the bug's trajectory.

In these experiments, each test event began with a

pretrial in which the small, medium, and large cylin-

ders lay side by side at the front of the apparatus' A

gloved hand tapped on the cylinder to be used in the

event (e.g., the small cylinder in the small-cylinder

event). After the computer signaled that the infant had

looked at the cylinder for 4 cumulative seconds, the

hand grasped the cylinder and deposited it at the top

of the ramp to begin the test event. The pretrial was

included to enable the infants to compare directly the

sizes of the cylinders.
In a subsequent experiment (Kotovsky and Baillar-

geon, 1994c), 6{- and 7}-month-old infants saw habit-

uation and test events identical to those used in the

midpoint condition in our initial experiments, with one

exception: Only one cylinder was present in the appa-

ratus in each event. During the pretrial preceding each
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rest event, the gloved hand again tapped on the cylin-

der, but the other cylinders were absent so that the

infants were no longer able to comPare the cylinders'

sizes visually. Under these cohditions, the 6|-month-

old infants no longer showed surprise when the small

cylinder caused the bug to roll to the end of the track;

only the 7|-month-old infants looked reliably longer at

the impossible than at the possible event.

Our interpretation of these results is that, at 5+ to 6+

months of age, infants are able to reason about the

cylinder's size only qualitatively: They can predict the

effect of modifications in the cylinder's size only when

they are able to encode such modifications in relative

terms (e.g., "This cylinder is smaller than the one next

to it, which was used in the last trial"). When forced to

encode and compare the absolute sizes of the cylinders,

because the cylinders are never shown side by side, the

infants fail the task. By 7{ months of age, however,

inlants have already overcome this initial limitation

and succeed in our task even when they must rely on

their representation of the absolute size of each cylin-

der to do so.a

RnesoNrxc ABour LJNvrrr-rNc PHBNo['lENe Earlier in

this chapter (and in Baillargeon and DeVos, 1994b)' I

reported that l2fmonth-old infants were surprised to

see a large but not a small dog retrieved from under a

cover with a small protuberance (see figure l l. l3).

These and control results indicated that the infants

were aware that the size of the protuberance in the

cover could be used to infer the size of the object hid-

den under the cover.
In our initial experiment, the infants were tested

with a second, identical cover present to the right of the

screen. Each dog, after it was retrieved from behind the

screen, was held next to the visible cover' allowing the

infants to compare in a single glance the size of the dog

to that of the cover. In a subsequent experiment (Bail-

largeon and DeVos, 1994b), l2f- and l3{-month-old

infants were tested with the same test events, except

that only one cover was Present: The infants no longer

were provided with a second cover to remind them of

the size of the cover behind the screen (figure I 1'14).

Under these conditions, only the l3f-month-old in-

fants looked reliably longer at the impossible than at

the possible event, suggesting that they were surprised

to see the large but not the small dog retrieved from the

cover behind the screen. This interpretation was suP-

ported by a control condition in which a cover with a

large rather than a small protuberance stood behind

the screen.
The results of this last experiment suggested that the

l2]-month-old infants could not succeed at our task

without a reminder of the size of the cover behind the

screen. In our next experiment' we examined whether

infants would remain successful if a second, identical

Possible Event

lmpossible Event

FIcune I l.l4 Test events used in Baillargeon and DeVos

(1994b, experiment l).
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Possible Event

lmpossible Event

F l c u n n l l . l 5 T e s t e v e n t s u s e d i n B a i l l a r g e o n a n d D e V o s
(1994b, exPeriment 3).

cover was again included in the test displays but was

otu..a to thl left rather than to the right ofthe screen

itffi r r.isl' The infants still had in their visual fields

)"".*"., copy of the hidden cover; however' they were

no longer able to comPare in a single glance the size of

."J a"S to that of the visible cover' The results were

;;;;g;" negative: The infants failed to show surprise

at the large dog's retrieval'

Togeth-er the results of these experiments suggest

thut, 
"ut 

12| months of age, infants-are able to reason

""ii 
q""ri,"tively about the size of the protuberance in

the cover: They can determine which dog could have

beenh iddenunder thecoveron ly i f theyareab le to
.o-pur., in a single glance, the size,of the dog to that

of u'r..orrd, ideniical cover (e'g', "The dog is bigger

than the cover"). When inf;ants are forced to rePresent

the absolute size ofthe protuberance in the cover' they

fuit ,fr. task. By l3f months of age' however' infants

have already progressed beyond this initial limitation;

they no longei have difficulty rePresenting the absolute

size of the protuberance and comparing it to that of

each dog.

RBesoxtwc ABour AnnBsreo-il{orroN PnBNoMENe Our

research on arrested-motion phenomena has focused

on proUt..ns involving a large box placed in the path

of a rotating screen. One experiment examined 4+-

month-old infants' abitity to use the height and loca-

tion of the box to predict at what point the rotating

screen would reach the box and stop (Baillargeon,

l99l). At the start of each habituation event (frgure

I l.16), the infants saw a screen that lay flat against the

floor of the apparatus, toward them;'the screen then

rotated lB0" about its distant edge until it lay flat

against the apparatus floor, toward the back wall'

f"oUowing habituation, a box was placed behind the

screen; thi, bo* was progressively occluded as the

screen rotated upward' In the possible event' the

screen rotated,rttiil it reached the occluded box (112"

arc). In the impossible event, the screen stopped only

after it rotated through the top 80/o of the space oc-

cupied by the box (157' arc)-to adults' an extreme

and easilY detectable violation'

A second group of infants (two-box condition) saw

the same test events as the infants in the first (one-box)

condition, with one exception: A second' identical box

was placed to the right of and i-n the same fronto-

fu.uff.f plane as the box behind the screen (figure

ii.rzl. Th. ,."o.rd box stood out of the screen's path

und tirr.t, remained visible throughout the test events'

In the possible event' the screen stopped when aligned

with the top of the second box; in the impossible event'

the screen rotated past the top of the visible box'

The infants in the two-box condition looked reliably

Ionger at the impossible than at the possible event'

,,rg!.rting that tirey realized that the screen's l57o
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Habituation Event

Test Event

lmpossible Event

FIcunn, I I . 16 Test events used in the one-box condition in
Baillargeon (1991, experiment 2). Side view.

stopping point was inconsistent with the height and
location of the occluded box. This interpretation was
supported by a control condition in which the box
behind the screen was removed; when only the box to
the right of the screen was present, the infants tended
to look equally at the events.

In contrast to the inliants in the two-box condition,
the infants in the one-box condition tended to look

equally at the impossible and the possible events, as

Habituation Event

Test Events
Possible Event

lmpossible Event

Frcunr I l.l7 Test events used in the two-box condition in
Bail largeon (1991, experiment 4). Side view.

though theyjudged both the I l2'- and the l57o-screen
stopping points to be consistent with the box's height
and location. Together, the results of the one- and two-
box conditions indicated that the infants were aware
that the height and location of the box behind the
screen could be used to predict at what point the screen
would stop but could detect the B0o/o violation shown
in the impossible event only when provided with a
copy ofthe occluded box.

Possible Event
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A subsequent experiment revealed that' not only did

+;*ontn-ofd infants require the presence of a second

box to detect the B0o/o violation, but this box had to be

pi"..a in the ram. frontoparaltel plane as the occluded

Lox (Baillargeon, l99l)' When the second box was

ptu..a to th;ight but l0 cm in front of the box behind

,h" ,.r..n, the infants no longer showed surprise at the

,....n', 157'stopping point (figure ll ' lB)' In this ex-

p..i-.",, the infants still had a reminder of the oc'

Itna.a box's height; however, they could no longer use

a visual comparison strategy to solve the task' When

thetwobo*eswereinthesamefrontoparal lelplane,as
in the first experiment, all the infants needed to do to

solve the task was to comPare the height of the screen

1ut i* ,,opping point) to thut of the second box' When

ih" ,..oni-bo* *", in front of the occluded box' how-

ever, this alignment strategy was no longer valid' be-

cause the screen rotated past the top ofthe second box

in both the possible and the impossible events'

The results of these experiments thus paralleled those

obtained with l2fmo"itt-ota infants in the unveiling

experiments summarized in the last section (Baillargeon

uniO.Vor, 1994b)' Recall that those infants were able

io.;.rag. which dog could have been hidden under the

.o.r., b.hirrd the screen only when they could com-

p"t., i" a single glance, the size of each^dog to that of

l ..orra, identical cover' The infants failed the task

when no second cover was used or the location of the

second cover did not allow direct visual comparison

with each dog.
In a final experime"t (Baillargeon' 1991)' 6fmonth-

old infants were tested in the one-box condition de-

scribed above. Unlike the

older infants looked reliat

than at the Possible even

represented the height an

box; (2) used this indrmation to estimate at what point

th. ,...en would reach the occluded box; and therefore

1i; *... surprised by the impossible event in which the

,.i..n continued rotating past this point' A control

condition carried out without the box supported this

interpretation.
Together the results of the experiments just described

,.rgg.i, that at 4{ months of age, infants realize that'

*i'Jn u box is placed in the path of a rotating screen'

the box's height and location affect at what point

the screen will stop. However, infants can reason only

qualitatively about the screen's stopping point: They

Habituation Event

Test Events
Possible Event

Frounn I I ' 18 Test events used in Baillargeon ( 199 I ' experi-

ment 4). Side view.
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infants have progressed beyond this point; they can use
their representation of the box's height and location to
estimate at what point the screen will stop.

DrscussloN How should the developmental sequences
described in this section be explained? These sequences
are unlikely to reflect the gradual maturation of in-
f;ants' quantitative reasoning or information-processing
abilities, because the same pattern recurs at different
ages for different physical phenomena. To what other
phenomenon-specific changes should the sequences be
attributed? One possibility is that, when first reasoning
about a continuous variable, infants have difficulty en-
coding or retaining quantitative information about the
variable.

Some evidence for this explanation comes from an
experiment that examined l2fmonth-old infants' abil-
ity to encode and remember the size of a protuberance
in a cloth cover (Baillargeon and DeVos, 1994b). At
the start of each test event, the infants saw a cover with
a small protuberance (figure ll.l9); this cover was
identical to that'used in our previous unveiling experi-

ments (Baillargeon and DeVos, 1994a, 1994b). Next,

the cover was hidden by a screen. A gloved hand then

reached behind the screen, retrieved the cover with its

protuberance, and deposited it on the apparatus floor.

In the possible event, the cover was identical to that

shown at the start of the event. In the impossible event,

the cover was more than twice as large as the initial

cover. The infants tended to look equally at the two

events, suggesting that they had not encoded or could

not remember the siz€ of the cover shown at the begin-

ning ofeach event.
' 

This negative result sheds light on the failure of the

l2tmonth-old infants in the one-cover experiment to

show surprise at the large toy dog's retrieval (Bail-

largeon and DeVos, I 994b) (see figure I I . l4) . Clearly,

if the infants did not know the size of the hidden cover,

they could not judge which size dog could have been

hidden under the cover. From this perspective, the

finding that l2{-month-old infants were also unsuc-

cessful when a second cover was placed to the left of

the screen (Baillargeon and DeVos, 1994b) (see figure

I l.l3) suggests that they either could not encode infor-

lmpossible Event

Frcunn ll.l9 Test events used in Baillargeon and DeVos
(1994b, experiment 4).

Possible Event
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mation about the absolute size of the second cover or

could encode this information but could not retain it

even for the very brief interval required to shift their

gaze from the cover to the dog and compare their

representation of each item.

Other explanations could be advanced for the de-

velopmental sequences described in this section. For

example, it could be that infants are able to encode and

retain quantitative information about newly identified

continuous variables but that these initial quantitative

representations are so imprecise that they do not allow

infants to detect even the marked violations shown in

the present experiments. Further research is needed to

evaluate this and other related explanations.

Concluding remarks

The model described in this chapter suggests that in

learning to reason about a novel physical phenome-

non, infants first form an all-or-none concept and then

add to this initial concePt discrete and continuous vari-

ables that are discovered to affect the phenomenon'

Furthermore, after identifying continuous variables,

infants succeed in reasoning first qualitatively and only

later quantitatively about the variables.

Jhis sketchy description may suggest a rather static

view of development in which accomplishments, once

attained, are retained in their initial forms' Nothing

could be farther from the truth, however' Our data

suggest that the variables infants identify, like the

qualitative and quantitative strategies they devise, all

evolve over time. To illustrate, when judging whether

a box resting on a platform is stable, infants initially

focus exclusively on the amount of contact between the

box's bottom surface and the platform and, as a con-

sequence, treat symmetrical and asymmetrical boxes

alile. By the end of the first year, however, iirfants

appear to have revised their definition of this variable

to take into account the shape (or weight distribution)

of the box (e.g., Baiflargeon, in press, a). Similarly,

evidence obtained with the rotating screen paradigm

suggests that infants' quantitative reasoning continues

to improve over time (e.g., Glmonth-old infants can

detect B0lo but not 50% violations, whereas B|'month-

old infants can detect both), as does their qualitative

reasoning (e.g., $-month-old infants will make use of

a second box to detect a violation even if this second

box differs markedlv in color from the box behind the

screen, whereas 4f-month-old infants will not) (Bail-
largeon, 1993, in press, a).

The model of the development of infants' physical
reasoning proposed here leaves many questions unan-
swered. In particular, what are the innate constrainb
that guide infants' identification of initial concepts and
variables? Are these constraints purely formal, as we
suggested earlier, or will it be necessary, to explain
learning, to include substantive information about the
nature or properties of objects? Furthermore, what
consitutes a physical phenomenon? Should all events

that reflect the operation of a same principle (e.g.,

impenetrability or gravity) be viewed as instances of

the same phenomenon, or should phenomena be de-

fined more narrowly, as in the preceding examples, in

terms of specific types of interactions between objects?

In an attempt to shed light on these and related

questions, we have opted for a dual research strategy.

The first is to examine the develoPment of infants' un-

derstanding of additional physical phenomena (e'g.,

arrested-motion, occlusion, and containment phe-

nomena) to determine how easily these developments

can be captured in terms of the patterns described

in the model. With respect to arrested-motion phe-

nomena, for example, one could ask whether infants

younger than 4| months of age realize that a rotating

screen should stop when a box stands in its path but

are not yet aware that the height and location of the

occluded box can be used to predict at what point

the screen will stop. Our second strategy, which was

alluded to earlier, is to attempt to teach infants initial

concepts and variables to uncover what kinds ofobser-

vations and how many observations infants require for

learning. Would infants younger than 6{ months of

age, for example, be able to abstract the variable

"amount of contact" in reasoning about support if pro-

vided with a set of pertinent visual obversations? We

hope that the pursuit of these two strategies eventually

will allow us to specify the nature of the mechanisms

that inf;ants bring to the task of learning about the

physical world.
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NOTES

l. Spelke and her colleagues have also investigated young
infants' intuitions about support relations between objects
(e.g., Spelke et al., 1992, 1994a, b). Their results, however,
have tended to be negative. See Baillargeon, Kotovsky,
and Needham (in press) for a description of these results
and posible explanations of the discrepancy between
these and the present results.

2. To render the test events shown to the infants in the
experimental and the control conditions more compara-
ble, the right wall of the apparatus was also moved in the
experimental test events. In each event, the wall was posi-
tioned l0 

'cm 
from the front end of the bug. In addition,

the infants saw the two wall positions on alternate habitu-
ation trials (see figure ll.6). Analysis of the habituation
data revealed that the infants showed no reliable prefer-
ence for either wall position.

3. The small, medium, and Iarge cylinders were made of
identical material, so their sizes and weights could be
expected to covary. Because our data are insumcient to
determine whether infants based their predictions on the
cylinders' sizes or weights, we will refer only to the sizes of
the cylinders.

4. We have discussed at length how infants encode informa-
tion about the size of the cylinder; but what about the
distance traveled by the bug in each event? It seems likely
that igfants encode this information not in quantitative
terms (e.g., "The bug traveled f, as opPosed to7 distance")
but rather in qualitative terms, using as their point of
reference the track itself (e.g., "The bug rolled to the mid-
dle or the end of the track"), their own spatial position
(e.g., "The bug stopped in front of me or rolled past me"),
or the brightly decorated back wall of the apparatus (e.g.,
"The bug stopped in front of this or that section of the
back wall").
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